WHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE?

- That there was no homework
- He explained this very well.
- Teacher was very smart, knew the material well.
- Good teaching Style
- Very Smart and made the class very easy to understand.
- Its easy to follow and as long as you come to class you will do good.
- Interesting Material
- Good Professor, knew his information and presented very well
- That it could be followed rather well and the professors lecture flows along with textbook.
- Very Clear and enthusiastic-makes material easier to understand.
- Enthusiasm of instructor about the subject and his obvious vast knowledge on econ.
- He makes the lectures interesting. Boring material but he seems excited to talk about it so I like to come and learn and take notes.
- I like the quiz styles and test only grade scale.
- I like that he does problems on the board that help understand.
- Course Material was Relevant, mostly well presented and usually done in a logical manner.
- I appreciate that the final is not cumulative and that we have ____ quizzes to help our grades.
- All economic things.
- That its almost over.
- Homework and Assignments.
- He explains the material for better when needed to be successful on exam.
- He taught me a lot about economics. After this class I am happy to walk out of here with a clear understanding of the concepts taught.
- Teaches at easy to understand pace.
- Taking time out when you have questions.
- There are no suprises.
- Lectures were informant and precise.
- His class way to teach, He treats student respectfully he made me love this course.
- Notes
- Not much at all, very hard to understand at times, and he did not seem very available for help.
- I finally understand econ.
- Professor Yaya illustrates classes in very detail with clearly white board writing. He prepared very well for each class.
- Plenty of opportunity to earn points.
- He showed a lot of examples.
- Consistent instruction of chapters and there material.
- Learned lost and prof. yaya is not boring.
- Content and Display
  - Clearer than past economic classes.
  - On Time, presents material well, helpful when needed great instructor.
  - New information rapidly covered.
  - Knows material, fun to listen to.
  - Very ___ guy great instructor.
  - Very clear instruction well defined syllabus.
  - the material.
  - Good teaching style, straight to the point.
  - Quizzes every class, exams based on lectures+no hw.
  - Knowledge of course material.

WHAT DID YOU DISLIKE MOST ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE?

- All the Quizzes
- Nothing
- Not a subject that I could motivate myself in which made it hard.
- The tests are really hard and require lots of studying.
- Only tests/quizzes no ex. Credit or hw.
- Could be more helpful, sometimes doesn’t explain enough where info comes from.
- Nothing really, maybe 4 tests instead of 3.
- Little quizzes every day.
- the online worksheets do not help.
- I dislike how there is never a great way to contact.
- If Questions arose, the explanation was a refreshing of the same thing already, nothing new.
- His exams are tricky and king of hard.
- The way the professor teaches, he teaches as if he already knows the material and you have to get it on your own.
- the unexpected quizzes added to the grade book.
- Nothing, I liked the short quizzes!
- His exams were hard and assignments weren’t given to improve grades.
- Not being able to make up quizzes for points.
- The grading. 90% of the grade is represented in 3 tests.
- Sometimes exam questions are tricking.
- Quizzes
- Hard to understand Instructor.
-None, I really recommend yaya’s class.
-Unclear what to study.
-he had quizzes all the time that could be very confusing. Not enough time to take exams.
-Cancellation of classes and when they are issued.
-Missing Class
-pace, too slow
-Doesn’t really structure class to prepare you for a test.
-Reviews before test should be larger to more ___________
-Too short for material covered.
-Need more hw. And assignments to balance the grades.
-Lots of quizzes
-mostly a lot of our grades being the 2 of quizzes hurt my grade a lot. Since 2 would usually only get one question right, It would show up as 50% in the grade book.
-too much material in one course.
-No Homework assignment and project.
-Only quizzes over too much material.
-Tests are trickier.
-Daily quizzes, exams are difficult.
-No other grades than test.

WHAT **CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS** DO YOU HAVE FOR THIS INSTRUCTOR OR COURSE?

-None
-None
-Keep up the good work.
-Have students get colored pencils to help with notes.
-Be less tricky in his exams.
-more slower through material
-Keep teach the course the same way.
-Sometime you move through the tougher chapters a little bit too fast.
-Nope, maybe one more big assignment to boost grade cause tests are hard.
-Make Maybe power points available.
-Don’t think people are as passionate as you!
-Strongly recommend homework.
-Work On explanatory things in a different way.
-Give extra credit as assignments
-Try to make his questions are clear and understandable.
-Assign SI sections to your class, it would help.
-Don’t have so many quizzes killing my grade. Teacher well the quizzes kill my grades
when you just not a great beginning of class quiz takes of the and of class quizzes really effectively demonstrate our understanding of days materials taught.
-Keep reporting definitions and concepts more than once so its gets imported.
-Provide extra credit for those needing it.
-Give assignments, make tests a little easier and worth less of grade.
-Help more with extra homework, take away more quizzes.
-Don’t have quiz.
-None. Good enough.
-Try to spend more review time or make a study guide.
-Make sure quizzes lessons are consistent with what is taught. Don’t try to make it harder than it needs to be.
-Answer more question and have Quiz at end.
-Speed up _____delivery.
-Keep up the good work.
-Need more Hw. To prepare for tests.
-Good work.
-grade _____ study question.
-Power Point presentation.
-Just try to average ______
-perhaps he can return daily quizzes so we can use them as study _____.